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FIXED POINTS OF SEQUENCES OF
LOCALLY EXPANSIVE MAPS

HARVEY ROSEN

Abstract. A stability theorem for fixed points of a uniformly convergent

sequence of open, locally expansive maps is obtained.

1. Introduction. When does a sequence of fixed points an of a convergent

sequence of functions fn from a locally compact space X into itself converge

to a fixed point a0 of the limit,/0? In [3], Fraser and Nadler show it does if the

functions are contractive and the convergence is pointwise. Here, we show it

does if all the functions are open, locally expansive on a compact connected

absolute neighborhood retract X and the convergence is uniform. The idea is

easy enough. We lift the sequence and its limit to the universal covering space

X of X and then show the inverses of the lifts satisfy a result like Theorem 1

in [3] but for locally contractive maps. The author gratefully acknowledges a

helpful communication from Professor Paul Duvall in which Theorem 22 of

[1] is simplified and extended to locally expansive maps.

Let (X, d) be a compact metric space. A continuous function /: X —* X is

called locally expansive (or locally e-expansive) if there is an e > 0 such that

0 < d(x,y) < e implies d(f(x),f(y)) > d(x,y). Rosenholtz shows in [4]

that if such a function / is also open and if X is also connected, then / has a

fixed point.

An example of a locally expansive map of the torus S1 X 5' onto itself is

f(z, w) = (z2, w3) where the unit circle S ' is viewed as a subset of the set of

complex numbers. We may think of / mapping meridians twice around

themselves and longitudes three times around themselves.

2. Stability of fixed points. Let A' be a compact connected ANR (e.g., a

closed, connected «-manifold) with metric d, and let m: X —> X be a covering

projection. According to Theorem 1 in [1], there is a complete metric d for X

and t, > 0 such that if d(x,y) < t/, then d(x,y) = d(m(x), m(y)).

Lemma I. If g¡: X —> X is a continuous function for / = 0, 1, 2, . . . and if the

sequence {g,}°i, converges uniformly to g0, then there exist lifts g¡: X -» X of g¡

such that {gi)f=x converges pointwise to g0.
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Proof. Define a continuous function /: X X (0, 1, \, \, .. . } -» X by

f(x, t) = g¡(x) if t = 1// but /(jc, i) = g0(;c) if / = 0. Since X is an ANR,

there is a continuous function F: X X[0,l/n]^>X for some n such that

F = /onix{0, l/n, l/(n + 1),. . . }. By two applications of the lifting

theorem, [5, p. 76], there exists a lift g0 of g0 (i.e., F(x, 0) = TTg0), and there is

a continuous function F': X X [0, l/n]-*X such that F'(x, 0) = g0 and

ttF' = F. Define g¡(x) = F'(x, l/i) on X for / > «. Therefore g¡ is a lift of g,

and {g,}°L ! converges pointwise to g~0.

Remarks. This lemma is false if we only assume {g,}°ii converges point-

wise to g0. Some improvements can be made. If g0 = ftm and if aQ is a fixed

point of ft, then according to the lifting theorem, we can require any ä0 in

7r_l(a0) to be a fixed point of a function g0 to which we lift g0. If/0 is open

and locally expansive, then it follows from Theorem 3 in [2] that g0 has only

one fixed point. Since F' is uniformly continuous on each compact subset

K X [0, l/n], { gt)f=, converges uniformly to g~0 on each compact subset K of

X.

Lemma 2. If X is a compact, connected, locally connected space with metric d

and if f: X -h> X is an open locally e-expansive map for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , then

there is an open cover {Wß) of X evenly covered by f for i = 0, 1,2, ... .

Proof. Let {Wß} be an open cover of X such that each Wß is connected

and has diameter < e. Let / and ß be any specific indices, and let r denote

the diameter of the open set Wß. We first show that each component C of

f~x(Wß) has diameter < e. On the contrary, assume some component C has

diameter > e. Since C is connected, there are points a and b in C such that

r < d(a, b) < e. Therefore d(f(a), f(b)) > d(a, b) > r. That is, f(a) G Wß

or f(b) G Wß, a contradiction. This shows C has diameter < e.

Since / is a locally e-expansive map and since each C is an open set, / is a

1-1 open function on C. We maintain / maps each C onto Wß. Assume

otherwise. Since Wß is connected, there is a point/ of Wß in the boundary of

f(C). Corresponding to this ß and this i is some neighborhood N of v in Wß

that is evenly covered by /■. Since N meets /(C), some component D of

f~x(N) is a subset of C. Therefore/ G N = f(D) c/(C), an impossibility

because/ is in the boundary of the open set/(C). We have shown that for

arbitrary i and ß, f maps each component of f„~l(Wß) homeomorphically

onto Wß-, i.e., {Wp) is evenly covered by each/.

Theorem. Let X be a compact connected ANR and let f: X -» X be an open

locally e-expansive map for / = 0, 1, 2, . . . such that the sequence {/}?Li

converges uniformly to f0. Then for each fixed point a0 of ft, there exist fixed

points a¡ off such that {a¡)f=x converges to a0.

Proof. According to Lemma 2, there exists an open cover {Wß) of A"

evenly covered by / for / = 0, 1, 2, . . . . We may assume that each Wß is
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evenly covered by m and by each g, = f¡m. By Lemma 1, there exist lifts g,:

X —> X such that (g,}°i, converges pointwise to g0. We let ä0 in m~x(a0)

denote the fixed point of g0. Since each g, is a covering projection, each g, is

a homeomorphism, [5, Corollary 7, p. 77]. Next, we verify that there is a

5 > 0 such that g," ' is locally 5-contractive if /' is large enough. From this it

would follow that { gf '} °1, converges pointwise to go" '.

For each x in X, x is in some WB. Choose a connected open neighborhood

U'x of x in Wß such that each component of f<fx(Ux) has diameter < e and

each component of m~x(Ux) and (fom)~x(U'x) has diameter < tj. Let U^be a

connected open neighborhood of x in U'x such that its closure, Ux, is

contained in U'x. Finitely many Ux cover A'; call them {Ua}. Let e'=

mina{d(Ua, X - U^)}. Since f¡-*f0 uniformly, there exists an A such that

for every / > A and for every x G X, d(f(x),f0(x)) < e'. We show that for

every /' > A, each component of/_1(c7a) has diameter < e. If x Ef~x(Ua),

then f(x) E Ua and since d(fi(x),f0(x)) < e', f0(x) E U'a. That is, x G

/o~'(*/„'). Thereforef~x(Ua) Ef¿~x(Uá), whose components each have diame-

ter < e. Similarly, we can show that for every i > N, each component of

(fm)~x(Ua) has diameter < rj. Let 8 < 17 be a Lebesgue number for { Ua). It

follows that for every i > N, g~x is locally 5-contractive. For, if d(a, b) < 8,

then both m(a) and m(b) belong to the same Ua, and

d(a,b) = d{gig-x(a),gigrx(b))

= rf(«*É-'(«), «*&-'(*)) = d(fmgrx(a),fimgi-x(b))

> d(mgrx(a),mg-x(b)) = d (g-x(a), g-x(b)).

Choose r > 0 so small that r < 8 and K' = {x E X: d(ä0, x) < r) is

compact. Since g, -> g0 uniformly on K, there exists an M such that for all

n > M and for x G K',

Ô > r> d (g0(x), g„(x)) > J (g-%(x), x) = J (g„"'g0(x), gVg0(*))-

That is, g,~' -> g0_1 uniformly on g0(K'). Choose s > 0 so that K = (x G X:

d(ä0, x) < s) c gn(-K')- According to the proof of Theorem 1 in [3], for i

large enough, g¡~ ' maps K into itself and has its unique fixed point ä, in K.

This shows {â,)/t=i converges to ä0. Let a, = m(ai). It follows that a, is a fixed

point of f, and {a,}°l, converges to a0.
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